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Hi, Anna here from Scrapbooking Coach.

I've always wanted to publish a book that showcases some of my

favorite scrapbooking pages and share the clever techniques behind

creating them. :-)

With Scrapbooking Techniques, Volume 1, I hope it inspires you and

your creative scrapbooking journey!

And if you have any feedback to share or ideas you'd like me to do,

just drop me an email at: helpdesk@scrapbookingcoach.com

Until the next volume! ;-)

Anna Lyons, CEO, 

Scrapbooking Coach 

helpdesk@scrapbookingcoach.com
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Stunning Heart-ShapedStunning Heart-Shaped  
Photo Background With StampsPhoto Background With Stamps

White and Colored Cardstocks

Leftover Cardstock

Script Stamps

Acrylic Block (if you're using clear stamps)

In scrapbooking, you can never go wrong with a heart design no matter the

occasion!

Whether it is an embellishment or a backdrop to your lovely photos, it can easily

make your page look fabulous and heartwarming! After all, it's the symbol of love! 

Read on to see how you can create a stunning heart-shaped photo background

using your script stamps for a unique and more personalized effect!

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Archival Ink

Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo



1. Cut out a heart shape on a piece of scrap card stock

or paper.

2. Get all of your script stamps out of your stash!

Look for particularly long and swirly words. This will help

us make the page look elegant and timeless!

3. With the archival ink and stamp block, stamp the

edges so when we lift the heart cutout, we’ll have a

heart outline made out of stamped sentiments.

No need to clearly capture each and every word on

your stamp so don't be too worried if the scripts are

half on and half off the page. 

4. Continue to stamp until all edges are fully covered.

Tip: You can also add a personal touch to your design

by writing or stamping relevant sentiments. For me, I

used a stamp with my son’s birthdate. (Try to locate it

on the picture on the left! Can you see the "18 FEB"

stamp?)
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5. Carefully lift the heart cutout and you are now left

with a beautiful heart-shaped background!

You’re now left with a lovely layout that’s

perfect for any heartfelt photo you want

to scrap!

 

Use this technique when you want to

create a heartwarming scrapbook page

for your precious memories!

If you want to make it pop a bit more, you can mount the layout on another piece

of colored cardstock!

You can also create a reversed version using the negative side of the heart cut-

out and doing exactly the same technique earlier, but this time stamping inside

the heart! 
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6. Lastly, add your lovely photo inside the heart. 

I put mine off-center and added some embellishments

for some highlights. Doesn't it look absolutely

gorgeous?



Need a simple and romantic page for your lovely photos of you and your

significant other? This is the layout for you!

If you have an especially huge scrapbook letter kit that you don’t know how to

incorporate on your page, get them out of your stash! Today, they will be the main

highlight of your beautiful scrapbook page!

Read on below to see how you can create a scrapbook page for you and your

loved one without spending too much on scrapbook materials!
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Gorgeous Scrapbook LayoutGorgeous Scrapbook Layout  
For Your Romantic MomentsFor Your Romantic Moments

White and Colored Cardstocks

Large Letter Kit

Polishing Block or Sandpaper (Optional)

Here are what you'll need for this project:

Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo

Scissors



Add a bit of
embellishments here and
there and you now have
a beautiful, simple, and

romantic scrapbook
page!

1. Get your big letter kit
out of your stash. If you
don’t have one at home,
you can just print printing
big letters similar to these. 

 
For this layout, we are

only needing the following
letters: XOX

2. Get your XOX out of
your letter kit and smooth

out the edges using a
polish block or
sandpaper. 

 
You can skip this step if

you’re fine with your
letters having rough

edges!

3.  Get a plain hot pink
background (or any
background of your
choice), cut out its

edges, then mount it on
white cardstock. 

 
The white cardstock will
make the pink pop out

more! 

4. Place the letters on the
center and stick them

down.
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5. Get your lovely
photographs then stick

them down on your layout
as well!
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Nifty Scrapbook Border Trick:Nifty Scrapbook Border Trick:  
Using Scrap PapersUsing Scrap Papers

Paper Scraps

Cardstock

Paper Cutter or Scissors

Scissors

Adding a slighter bigger layer of cardstock underneath your finished page is a

great way to finish off a layout! It easily enhances your page by providing another

dimension and texture to your layout!

But if you’re like me, you might find that using a whole cardstock underneath a

page is a waste when only a little part of it is visible. If that’s the case, then worry

not! I have a nifty solution for this kind of situation! 

Read on to find out how to create a simple border workaround by only using

trimmed paper scraps instead of a whole cardstock!

Here are what you'll need for this project:

Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo



1. Find pieces of cardstock that complement 

your theme. 

You can see on the picture on the left that I’ve used

light pink and white-colored cardstocks as a photo mat

so I chose cardstocks in shades of pink to use as my

border. 

2. With your paper cutter, cut out 1 ½ inch of scrap

papers until you have 4 pieces to act as your border. 

You can vary the size of your cutouts but keep in mind

that you’ll only use them as a border so it shouldn’t be

too wide but not too thin either so you still have a

space where you can glue your scrapbook page. 

3. Turn over your card stock and put an adhesive on all

four edges of your card stock.

I’m using glue tape for easy and clean application but

you can use any adhesive you have available. 

4. Adhere your border cutouts to the sticky part of your

card stock.

Make sure you have enough cardstock showing in front

and that all four borders are equal in width for a

gorgeous and neat border. 
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5. Since I’ve used two shades of paper scraps for my

border, the corners of my borders look pleated as two

shades of pink paper scraps cross over each other. 

I’ve trimmed them down but you can also keep them as

is for a lovely pleated look!

6. The finished look of your border should look like the

picture on the left if you chose to trim the pleats of your

border.

How nifty and easy is that? 

You've created such a wonderful border

while having been able to use scrap

papers that must have otherwise gone

into the trash! 
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Tip: You can use more colors of scrap paper depending on your layout! This will

ultimately create more texture and dimension on your page. Just be careful of

going overboard and letting the border overpower your photos!



Transform Japanese Gift WrappersTransform Japanese Gift Wrappers  
Into a Lovely Scrapbook PageInto a Lovely Scrapbook Page

Japanese Gift Wrapper Trimmings

Cardstock

Embellishments

With crafting, it’s no longer a surprise to have scraps of leftover papers piled up!

This can be really frustrating if you hate throwing away your crafting items (even

when they’re already leftovers)!! 

So I’d like to share with you a simple tip for turning your leftover Japanese gift

wrappers into a scrapbook page!

Craft Fact: Confusing as it seems for some, especially if you’re new to

scrapbooking, Japanese gift wrappers are also called Japanese tissue wrapping

paper. In fact, others simply call it tissue paper. 

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Adhesives

Photo

Scissors



1. Fold your Japanese tissue papers three-fold. 

Folding them into three equal parts ensures that they

won’t be too thin to be see-through anymore. It also

creates an extra dimension and brings forward more

texture to your page. 

2. Plan how you’ll layer your Japanese tissue papers

and the embellishments you want to use before sticking

it down to your page. 

3. Stick down your embellishments and the Japanese

tissue papers to your cardstock. 

To complement the colors of my papers, I used plain

purple cardstock for my page then pinks and blues for

my embellishments.

4. To make it clean and nice to look at, trim the

Japanese tissue papers so they’re the same height as

your cardstock.
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5. Lastly, paste your photo in the middle and look at

how a simple layering of Japanese tissue papers has

turned out! 

To make the photo stand out from a bright background such as the one I used,

you can try using a black and white photo! 

A black and white photo looks great when you’re using a vibrant colored

background. Try t for yourself and see how your photo will pop and stand out

from your page!
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Look at how pretty and neat the page

has turned out! Who would have thought

that this lovely and colorful page was

built with scrap? 



Eye-catching Washi TapeEye-catching Washi Tape
  Photo BackgroundPhoto Background

Washi tapes

Cardstocks

Leftover Cardstocks

Acrylic Paints

Washi tape is one of my most used scrapbooking items. I just love how flexible

they are--you can use them not just for adhering things down to your page but

also as accents or embellishments. 

If you have lots of washi tapes but you’ve never used them for creating a

background before, that will soon change!

Continue reading below to learn how you can make a unique and interesting

background for your photos using washi tapes!

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Paint Brush

Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo



1. Get your paint with the color of your choice and

brush it on your paper. 

The first one that I used is magenta. I watered it down

and added some white paint to desaturate it until it

looks pink. I’m also going to place my photo slightly to

the right so I painted on the right side of the paper.

2. Pick your next paint color and do the same. The

second color I used is mineral gray that I also

desaturated.

You can desaturate your paints as well if you don’t

want them to overpower your photo nor the washi

tapes you’ll use later. 

3. Paint using the last color of your choice. Mine is a

lovely green color. After that, you can also add a few

bright specks of your paint to create a wonderful

effect!

When you're satisfied with the brush strokes, set them

aside to dry.

4. Prepare your washi tapes by adhering them to

cardstock. 

This will make them thicker and will provide better

texture and dimension to your page!
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5. Cut your strips of washi tapes and plan how you will

position them on your page.

I've divided some of mine in half to make them thinner

in width and cut some off with diagonal ends to give it

a rustic look.

Isn’t it really simple? Try it out with other

colors, washi tapes, and layouts, and see how

different it will look! 

Have fun playing around with washi tapes!
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6. Tear some leftover cardstocks that matches well with

your colors and use them as a photo mat. 

7. Lastly, stick all your washi tapes down, cardstocks,

photo, and some embellishments of your choice to

finalize your gorgeous page!

You can also mount your whole layout on another

cardstock for a beautiful border!



Simple and Fantastic ScrapbookSimple and Fantastic Scrapbook  
PagePage Border Tip Border Tip

Plain and Patterned Cardstocks

Craft knife

Paper Cutter or Scissors

Embellishments

Give your pages a better finish and add an extra flair to them by adding borders

to your scrapbook page and photos. 

You’ll be surprised by how this very easy technique can cohesively tie your layout

altogether! 

Does your page seem to be lacking something but you can’t exactly pinpoint

what, or does it seem messy, or just too plain or boring? Then try this simple and

easy border tip to save your page! 

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Adhesives

Photo



1. Get your background
paper and cut all edges

by half an inch. 
 

I have this lovely rustic
wooden background

which definitely fits the
photos I’ll be using for this

layout. 

2. Find a card stock that
suits the color of your

background. 
 

Because my background
is a bit dull in color, I used

a bright magenta card
stock! The trick is in

choosing a contrasting
cardstock to make your

page pop!

3. Now we need to cut a
photo mat. Since we only

need the edges of the
magenta-colored card

stock, we’ll cut the photo
mat from the same card

stock as well. 
 

Using a craft knife, cut
the photo mats from the
center of the card stock. 

4. Adhere your initial
background back on top
and paste your photos on

your photo mat.
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5. Lastly, paste your
photo mat to your

background and add a
few embellishments to
enhance your layout!

 
Easy, simple, and

gorgeous! 

Isn’t it so easy? 
 

In just a few steps, you
can have a complete
scrapbook page that

looks stunning!



Tell the Story Behind Your Photos WithTell the Story Behind Your Photos With  
This Cute Scrapbook Journal PanelThis Cute Scrapbook Journal Panel

Patterned Cardstocks

Paper Cutter or Scissors

Creative Scissors

Tags

Journaling is a wonderful part of scrapbooking. When photos alone are not

enough to convey the wonderful stories and memories behind our scrapbook

pages then journaling is the way to go! 

But sometimes, there are stories or parts of our journaling we don’t want to be

explicitly seen on our page. This is where journaling panels save the day! A

journaling panel will let you hide your journals in a very creative way!

You can write about your deepest feelings or most embarrassing memories and it

won’t be a problem!

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo



1. Get your patterned cardstocks. I recommend using

card stocks from the same pack or theme to make sure

your designs and colors are complementary!

2. Cut the upper part of your darker-colored cardstock

using your craft scissors. 

You may also use punches that have designs on them

as an alternative.

3. Cut your lighter-colored cardstock about an inch in

both length and height. 

Then adhere it to the center and top of the darker-

colored cardstock.

4. Time to make a pouch where you can put your tags!

Get another dark cardstock, cut it about 1 ½ inch in

length and paste it on top of your current panel. Make

sure to only glue or tape the sides and bottom edges!
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5. Get another lighter-colored cardstock. Cut it slightly

shorter than the previous card stock using your craft

scissors and paste it on top of the previous cardstock.

Take your journaling to the next level by making

use of journal panels. 

Experiment with different sizes and designs, and

have fun using this technique!
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6. Write on your tags and slip them onto your panel! 

You now have a cute scrapbook journal panel that you

can use as is on your scrapbook page!

7. If you want to make it look extra fabulous, you can

decorate it with a few small embellishments as well! 
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Stamp

Acrylic Stamp Block (if you're using clear stamp)

White Leftover Cardstock

Archival Inks

Marker

Embossing Stamp Pad

Clear Embossing Powder

Heat tool

Cool 3D Stamping EmbellishmentCool 3D Stamping Embellishment  
For Your LayoutsFor Your Layouts

Putting the right embellishments to your layouts can give life to your scrapbook

page--making it look so much more fun and exciting compared to an

embellishments-less layout! 

And if you use your embellishments wisely, it can also give focus to the photos on

your page!

Knowing how important scrapbook embellishments are, let me show you how to

make a cool 3D DIY embellishment for your lovely scrapbook pages!

Here are what you'll need for this project:



1. Get your desired stamp. Make sure that the stamp

you’re about to use doesn’t have too many details on

them that might make them look 3D already. 

Our goal is to transform simple, and flat stamp images

into 3D-looking ones! In my case, I'll be using my

camera stamp.

2. Mask off your stamp with a washi tape.

Leave only the top and right edges of the camera

uncovered. 

3. Press the top and right edges of your stamp into a

dark-colored ink pad. 

When stamped, this will serve as the shadow of the

camera. 

4. Then peel off the washi tape from your stamp. Be

careful not to touch the inked top and right corners of

the stamp. 
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5. With the washi tape peeled off, press the stamp into

your white leftover cardstock. 

You'll see that only your exposed top and right corners

will be stamped! Nifty trick, right?
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6. Ink the whole stamp using lighter-colored ink. 

To complement our previous purple shadow, I used a

blue ink pad to stamp my camera.

7. Stamp just a fraction away from the shadow. 

Make sure that when you place it down on your paper,

the shadow should meet the edges of the stamp.

8. Cut the image out and ink the sides to add more

detail. 

I used purple ink on the purple sides (shadow) of the

camera, then blue on the blue sides. 



9. You can add details to your embellishment to make it

pop. 

I darkened the lens on my camera using a marker to

make the lens smooth in contrast with the grainy body

of the camera.

Love how sturdy and shiny this lovely

embellishment has turned out! I hope you

enjoy creating your own embellishment as

well!
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10. Then to make it extra snazzy, stamp your

embellishment using an embossing ink pad then put

clear embossing powder on your embellishment. 

11. Lastly, use a heat tool to heat up your embossed

embellishment and make it shine!



Beautiful Flower Embellishment WithBeautiful Flower Embellishment With  
Watercolor and EmbossingWatercolor and Embossing

Outline Stamp

Watercolor Paper or Cardstock

Watercolor

Archival Ink Pad

Watercolor and embossing are absolutely fun to work with, and I love how

gorgeous the embellishments, backgrounds, and patterns that come out of

watercoloring and embossing independently. 

But while I was scrapbooking and experimenting with my crafting, I combined

embossing with watercoloring and was able to create embellishments that

topped off my watercolor embellishments and my embossed ones!

Read on to see how you can use your watercolors in your embossed designs and

produce some gorgeous embellishments! 

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Paint Brush

Embossing Pad

Embossing Powder

Paintbrush

Scissors

Heat Tool

Pop-Up Adhesives



1. Get an outline stamp of your choice. Outline stamps

have empty spaces where embossing powders will not

adhere. 

Using outline stamps is important for this project as the

empty spaces will be colored with watercolors later!

2. Ink the stamp with a watercolor stamp pad. I used a

Versamark watercolor stamp pad but you can use any

embossing stamp pad of your choice. 

After inking the stamp, press it to your watercolor paper

and make sure it seeps through!

3. Pour embossing powder into the stamped part of the

watercolor paper. You may use any color of your

choice. 

I am using a silver embossing powder because I want

this to stand out and complement the colors I will use

later.

4. Remove all the excess embossing powder and heat

the embossed part to make it shine!
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5. After the embossing is finished, pick up your brush

and watercolors and start coloring the petals and the

center of the flower!

Pick a dark color to start with. 

You can then stick the embellishment just

slightly offset your shadow or stick the

embellishment on the shadow with a pop-up

dot for better dimension and look!
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6. Pick a mid-tone color (not too light and not too dark)

to paint the middle of the petals. 

Then with a clean and slightly wet brush, slowly drag

your mid-tone watercolor to the ends of the petals. 

This will create a gorgeous gradient effect!

7. Then pick up your stamp again and stamp the same

design on your scrapbook page. This new stamp will act

as the shadow of your embellishment. 



Pop-up Adhesives 

Archival Inks

Acrylic Block (or any flat surfaced block)

Did you know that pop-up adhesives can be used for stamping? That’s right! Pop-

up adhesives are not just for sticking embellishments and photos on your pages.

They can also be used for inking designs on your layout!

Learning new ways to re-purpose an old or used item has always been one of my

goals when scrapbooking! When I realized I have some pop-up adhesives that’s in

my stash for years, I thought of a way to re-purpose them in my layouts. 

If you have some old pop-up adhesives that have lost their tackiness as well, get

them from your stash, and let’s re-purpose them as a stamping tool! 

Here are what you'll need for this project:
Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo

Cardstock

Supercharge Your LayoutsSupercharge Your Layouts  
with Pop-Up Adhesiveswith Pop-Up Adhesives
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1. Get pop-up adhesives. Preferably, find pop-up

adhesives that don’t adhere to your pages anymore.  

If you don’t have old or used pop-up adhesives, make

sure to repeatedly pat one side of the adhesive to

remove the stickiness out of it. 

2. Mount the sticky part of the adhesive to your acrylic

block.

You now have a small makeshift circle stamp that you

can use on your page!

3. Ink the stamp with a color that complements your

page. 

For mine, I chose bright yellow to ink up my makeshift

dot stamp. This will complement the blues and greys of

my page and liven my whole layout up! 

4. Test stamp on a scratch paper first to make sure

that you’ll be getting the color intensity you want on

your actual page. 

Remember that the goal is to re-purpose old items you have on your stash. You

can use any shape or size of pop-up adhesives you already have!
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5. Stamp on your actual page! 

You can use the stamp anywhere on your layout - you

can make a patterned background, use them around

your photo to create an illusion of a frame, or such as in

this page, I used my bright yellow dot stamp around the

corners of my layout.  

6. If you have pop-up adhesives of other shapes, you

can stamp them on a different colored ink and use

them on your page as I did with my square ones. 

And if you’re using them on the corners of your layout as

well, you can stamp them in clusters to make them more

visible on your page!

We all have moments when we’re

looking at our layouts and feel as

though there’s still something

lacking. As if there’s a missing

ingredient that we still need to add

to tie the whole page up!

When you’re feeling that way, try

this technique out! It’s not too

flamboyant so it won’t completely

change your layout but just right to

add a bit of pizzazz!

If you don't have a pop-up adhesive, you can use another absorbent item such as

foam. Don’t have a stamp pad? Use paints you have available (e.g. watercolor,

acrylic paint, poster paint, etc.)
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Mini Hearts Layout Using StencilMini Hearts Layout Using Stencil  
and Texture Pasteand Texture Paste

Plain and Patterned Cardstocks

Heart Dies

Texture paste

Acrylic paint

If you’re getting bored of repeatedly using only cardstocks as your photo

backdrops, then read on to learn a special technique that will make your pages

look more exciting and special!

In this technique, you’ll learn how to use your die-cuts to create a stencil that you

can use in creating a painted patterned backdrop!

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Paint Brush

Paint Palette

Palette knife (Optional)

Photo



1. Using a die-cut of your choice, create a stencil by

die-cutting a plain cardstock. 

For this layout, I used my mini hearts die-cut but you

can use any design of your choice. 

2. Using a paintbrush, remove the mini hearts and let

them fall off the card. 

Make sure to save some of them so you can use them

as embellishments later!

3. Scoop some texture paste and place it on a palette.

 

If you don’t have one, no worries! Just place it on a non-

porous surface such as on an old plate.

4. Mix a few drops of acrylic ink of the color of your

choice to your texture paste. 

Since I have a patterned heart stencil, I used

magenta-colored paint to mix with my texture paste. 
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5. Once you're finished mixing your acrylic paint to your

texture paste, set it aside briefly while we work on our

background. 

6. To let the magenta-colored hearts stand out on my

brown cardstock, I’ve dipped a brush on white paint

and flicked the brush on my cardstock. 

The splattered white paint will create a contrast with

the magenta hearts and make them pop out the page

even more!

7. Once white splattered paint dries, press the stencil

down on the background cardstock and spread the

colored texture paste in the cutouts. 

Once done, you can now place your photo! 

Make sure to embellish your page with the heart

cardstock cutouts from the die-cut earlier, and

other embellishments of your choice! 
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Here are what you'll need for this project:

Make Your Photos Pop!Make Your Photos Pop!  
  Butterfly Painting TechniqueButterfly Painting Technique

Butterfly Punch

Cardstocks

Cotton buds

Tape

Scissors

Who wouldn't love butterflies most especially in their layouts? Whether they are

used as embellishments or as a background, they instantly add a wonderful

element to your page!

Craft fact: Ever heard of pointillism? This fun technique that I will introduce

adapts pointillism, a technique of painting in which small, distinct dots of color

are applied in patterns to form an image. And you’ll soon discover how.
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Acrylic Paints

Embellishments

Adhesives

Photo



1. For starters, let's use tape to cover up the internal

details of the butterfly. 

Since we will be needing just the outline image, make

sure to trim the tape according to the shape of the

butterfly.

2. To keep the butterfly glued, adhere the sticky part

to the cardstock.

3. As you can see, I’m using two colors because I like

the combination of pink and magenta. 

But it's up to you on what and how many colors you

would want to use!

4. The fun part is that we’ll be adapting the pointillism

technique. Using your cotton buds, dab it on the

acrylic paint. Then go around the edges creating

clusters of circles that will go over the top of the

butterfly. 

The aim is to define the shape of the butterfly so don't worry too much about the

integrity of your circles or dots. Just make sure that the edges are completely

covered. Continue doing it until you achieve the desired result.
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5. Carefully lift the butterfly stamp using your scissors to

avoid your fingers from getting into it and smudging the

paint.

6. Look how pretty that is! It has created a glorious

butterfly silhouette effect on the page! Have you ever

thought you'd be able to create this using cotton buds?

You can now add more embellishments to spruce up

the layout!

7. Do you know what this page needs? More butterflies!

And so, I used a few butterfly die-cuts to decorate my

dotted butterfly.

Get your lovely photograph and adhere it to

your page...and we're done! How amazing did

your page turn out? 

You can apply the pointillism technique to other

shapes you like! Just follow the same steps as

we've done on this butterfly and you should be

able to create your version of this gorgeous

layout in no time!
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Cardstocks

Embossing Stamp Pad

Embossing Powder
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Tweezers or Scissors

Heat tool

Craft Punch

Embellishments play a big role in scrapbooking. They can transform any dull and

boring scrapbook page to creative and exciting!

If you’ve been scrapbooking for a long time, you probably have hundreds of store-

bought embellishments in your stash. But sometimes, no matter how many

embellishments you have, none of them just matches the vibe of your layout. 

If you’ve been in this situation before, then read on! I’ll let you know how you can

make your own gorgeous embellishments with the use of craft punches and

embossing. 

DIY Scrapbook Embellishment:DIY Scrapbook Embellishment:  
Embossing Paper PunchEmbossing Paper Punch

  

Here are what you'll need for this project:



1. Pick a craft punch with the most intricate detail out

of all the craft punches you have. Then use this punch

on plain cardstock. 

For this project, I'll be using a butterfly craft punch and

a black plain cardstock.

2. Press the butterfly punch onto your embossing stamp

pad. 

Make sure the watermark stamp seeps through and

covers the cardstock including the intricate areas of the

butterfly. 

3. Once the butterfly punch is covered with the

stamping ink, pour your embossing powder onto the

butterfly. Leave some parts semi-uncoated, and some

parts fully coated. This will create a snazzy multi-

dimensional look on your butterfly!

Heat the embossed punch with a heat tool to

bring out the golden shine of the embossed

powder, and... voila! 

Now that you know how to create your own

embellishment from scratch, you can create many

more using different punch designs and color

schemes to fit the theme of your page.
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Gorgeous Rustic Scrapbook FrameGorgeous Rustic Scrapbook Frame  
With Stamping and EmbossingWith Stamping and Embossing

Frame Stamp

Cardstocks

Embossing Powders

Embossing Stamp Pad

Do you also love the look of classic and vintage frames? They make every photo

look regal and more fabulous than ever!

That’s why I wanted to recreate the look of a real classic rustic frame for my

scrapbook photos. You’ll love the look of it, especially because it will fit almost

any scrapbook theme!

Read on below and I’ll let you know how to create a gorgeous scrapbook frame

with stamping and embossing!

Here are what you'll need for this project:
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Heat tool

Washi Tape

Scissors

Craft knife

Ruler

Pop-Up Adhesives

Embellishments

Photo



1. Get your frame stamp! 
 

A stamp with a thick width
will work best on this

project.

2. Mask off the inner
section of the stamp
using a washi tape. 

 
We will be embossing the
inner part with a different

color of embossing
powder later so it’s

important to mask it first
while we emboss the

outer part of the frame. 

3. Ink up the section of
the stamp that's not
masked off. What I'm
using is a VersaMark

watermark stamp pad
but you can use any

embossing stamp pad
you have available. 

 
Make sure you're

covering all the intricate
details of your stamp!

 

4. Peel off the washi tape
from the stamp then

stamp the frame onto your
cardstock. 

 
Make sure to transfer all
the stamp ink into your
cardstock by pressing

hard.
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5. Sprinkle the gold
embossing powder. 

 
Make sure that the ink on
the cardstock is covered

well.

6. Remove all excess
embossing powder, and

heat it with your heat
tool to make it shine
beautifully on your

cardstock. 



To finish it off, you can
add some pretty

embellishments around
your frame! 

 
Have fun building your
layout around this DIY

rustic frame!

11. After cutting the
frame, place your photo

inside. 
 

To make it extra fabulous,
make use of pop-up

adhesives for a 3D frame!

7. Pat your stamp dry to
remove the remained

embossing ink, then mask
the stamp again. 

 
This time, cover the outer

section of the stamp!

8. Stamp the frame
above and center of your

cardstock. 
 

Then use the silver
embossing powder to

cover the embossing ink
inside the frame.  

9. Then just like earlier,
make sure to heat the

embossing powder using
a heat tool to make it

shine!

10. Cut out your frame
using your scissors for the

outer edges. 
 

Then use a craft knife and
a ruler to cut the insides

of the frame.
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As Christmas is one colorful and joyful season, so are the scrapbook layouts that

you can make! 

This is also a time where almost everywhere in the world there will be loads of

Christmas-themed magazines at the supermarket. If you still have some of them,

those Christmas magazines will come in handy today!

Read below and see how you can create an easy, inexpensive, and absolutely

fabulous scrapbook background!

Rustic Christmas ScrapbookRustic Christmas Scrapbook  
Background From Magazine PagesBackground From Magazine Pages

Christmas Magazine Pages

White and Patterned Cardstocks

White Acrylic Ink

Paint Brush

Here are what you'll need for this project:
Craft punches

Scissors

Adhesives

Photo



1. Get a magazine page
that has a great color

scheme that you want to
use for your page. 

 
Imagine your Christmas
tree and choose a page

that has all the colors you
need for your imagined

tree!

2. Choose a patterned
cardstock. 

 
Since I want my page to
look rustic, I chose this
wooden pattern for my

background. It also gives
the illusion of a wall

which makes it even more
fitting for my tree!

3.  Cut out a negative of
a Christmas tree on a

piece of scratch paper.
 

Make sure the tree is just
the right size and fits

your background
perfectly!

4. Hold the cut out
negative of the tree on

your page. 
 

Then flick a brush with
white paint on your paper.

This will help define the
shape of the tree better!
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5. Get as many punches
as you can from your

stash! It doesn’t have to
be Christmas-themed.

 
Then punch out loads of
different shapes from
your magazine pages.

6. All set with your
punches? 

 
Play around with your

various shapes and start
placing them on the

painted area to form the
tree.
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Look at that! Such a gorgeous scrapbook

background for your winter photos!

7. To make your scrapbook page look even more

fabulous, create a snow scene on the bottom. 

Gently rip your white cardstock to make it look like a

snowy landscape and paste it on your page!

8. Stick them all down and you're ready to place your

photo and add some embellishments to complete your

layout!
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Potatoes don’t just belong in the kitchen. They can be used for scrapbooking too,

specifically as an alternative for scrapbook stamps! 

If you don’t have any stamps available right now, or you want to create a unique

stamp design that isn’t available in crafting stores near you, potatoes will come to

your rescue!

Get some potatoes, and a knife, and read on below to learn how to create an

easy DIY stamp for your Christmas pages!

Fantastic Christmas LayoutFantastic Christmas Layout  
with Potato DIY Stampwith Potato DIY Stamp

Potato

Craft knife

Cardstock

Acrylic Paints

Here are what you'll need for this project:
Stick

Brayer (Optional)

Adhesives

Photo



1. Cut your potato in half. 
 

Make sure that you're
cutting it straight! It

shouldn't have any bumps
or this will affect how your

stamp will look like.

2. Draw a pine tree in
your potato using a craft

knife. Compared to a
kitchen knife, a craft knife

is better and safer for
cutting on a relatively

small potato.
 

Be careful and ask for
assistance if you need to!

3.  Carve out the pine
tree and you're going to
be left with a beautifully

carved out pine tree
stamp!

4. Get your cardstock. 
 

I have here a brown
cardstock to contrast the

bright colors of my
Christmas forest layout!
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5. Get your acrylic paint
that will serve as the ink

of your stamp. 
 

I have here magenta,
white, and red and I'm

mixing them all together
to create a pink gradient.

6. Use a brayer to
transfer the paint to your

stamp. 
 

Stamping directly in the
paint will also work but

the brayer helps in
creating a gradient on

the potato. 



7. Now, the fun part
begins!

 
Stamp the pine trees to
your layout and see how
using a single potato has

helped you create an
awesome scrapbook

background!

8. Place your photos
down without sticking
them to your page and

start painting white dots
around the photo using a

stick!
 

Holding the photos down
while you do this lets you
know where to best paint

your dots.

9.  Create a photo mat
of your photos using a

plain cardstock that has
the same or closest color

to your stamp!
 

It will help tie your layout
together and make the
bright colors pop more!
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Stick your photos down, add an

embellishment or sentiments if you'd like

and you're done!

Who would have thought that we could

make an entire layout inspired by a potato

stamp?
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Christmas ornaments or baubles don’t have to be used in just Christmas trees,

they can be on a scrapbook page as well!  

Well, not the exact baubles from your Christmas tree but we’ll craft them... out of

paper!

If you need a fresh new idea in creating your Christmas pages, you’ll not go wrong

with this bauble layout idea. 

Amazing ChristmasAmazing Christmas  
Bauble LayoutBauble Layout

Die Cut Machine

Circle Die

Flower or Vine Thinlits (Optional)

Cardstocks

Here are what you'll need for this project:
Scissors

Adhesives

Photo

Cardstocks



1. Get a circle die, and
card stock of your choice. 

 
For this project, I will be
using this vibrant blue

card stock as my
Christmas bauble.

2. Position the die on top
of your chosen card

stock. 
 

Make sure there's about
an inch of space on the
left side of the circle. 

3.  Tape your circle die
with washi tape so it

won't move around once
the cutting starts!

 

4. Position 1/2 inch of
your circle die outside the

cutting plates.
 

We don't want to die cut a
full circle! We'll need the
top of the bauble uncut. 
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5. Because the top part
of the bauble wasn't

sandwiched in the cutting
plates, we are left with
an incomplete circle.

 
Your bauble should look

like the photo above.

6. Cut the top of the
bauble to form a

rectangle and make it
more bauble-like!



7. Soften off the edges of
the top of the Christmas

bauble. 
 

You should now be left
with a top that's smooth

and round mimicking how
real baubles look like!

8. Cut out some flower
stems to make a stem for

the bauble. 
 

I've used these gorgeous
flower thinlits from Sizzix
(with the flower head cut
off) but you can also just
cutout your own stems

using some trusty scissors!

9. Attach the stems to
some of your baubles
and plan out how to
position them on your

page. 
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Stick them all down and there you have it! 

A beautiful Christmas bauble layout for

your merry memories!



Themed Cardstocks

Scissors

Craft Punches

Pencil

Adhesives

Embellishments

Photo
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Making a simple Christmas tree on a scrapbook page will most likely lead to a

lack of texture and dimension… but not this one! 

This simple Christmas tree is best if you want to have a textured and colorful

layout that’s perfect for making your layout pop and for bringing out the color in

your photos!

Make your wonderful Christmas memories look extra special by adorning your

scrapbook page with this funky Christmas tree!

Funky Christmas Scrapbook Page:Funky Christmas Scrapbook Page:  
Layered Holiday TreeLayered Holiday Tree

Here are what you'll need for this project:



1. Get a background
cardstock of your choice. 

 
I specifically chose a dark

textured background
because I want it to be in
contrast with the pastel-
colored Christmas tree I’ll

be making later.

2. Get a set of patterned
cardstocks that is in
contrast with your

background paper. 
 

Cut them lengthwise in
varying lengths until you
have enough to make a

shape of a tree.

3.  Stack them from the
smallest length of

cardstock (top of the
tree) to the cardstock
with the longest length

(base of the tree)!
 

See how that's looking
like a tree already?

4. Shred the bottom half
of the cut-out rectangular

cardstocks with your
scissors.

 
This will make the

Christmas tree more
textured and look extra

snazzy!
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5. After shredding, put
them in place and hold

them down. 
 

Then draw a slanted line
at the two sides of the

tree using a pencil.

6. Cut the drawn slanted
lines at the two sides of

the tree to create an
overall triangular shape.



To finish it off, paste your
photo in and add other

embellishments until
you're satisfied!

 
Try it on your own and

see what beauty you can
create with this lovely

technique!

7. Adhere the Christmas
tree on your page.

 
Make sure the adhesive is

only touching the
unshredded parts of your

cardstocks!

8.  Ruffle the shredded
parts of our tree to

increase texture and
dimension!

9.  Using your craft
punches, create some
embellishments to pair

with your tree. 
 

Since you'll be placing
them on your Christmas
tree, they don't have to

be Christmas-themed as
well! Use what you have
or simply cut out some
embellishments using

scissors!

10. Paste your
embellishments on your
tree like how you would

place Christmas
ornaments on a real tree!
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11. Cut out a small
rectangle shape from

your pretty cardstock and
paste it at the bottom of
your tree to create your

tree trunk.
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Creating a unique background is a great way to make your scrapbook page

engaging! By using different materials like vellum paper on your scrapbook layout,

we can create an illusion that will easily make a gorgeous sunburst scene that’s

just perfect for your sunny family photos!

To complete the whole sunny layout scene, we’ll also do some ink blending and

acrylic stamping. Gather the tools below and let’s get creative!

Beautiful SunburstBeautiful Sunburst  
Scrapbook BackgroundScrapbook Background

Here are what you'll need for this project:

Ruler

Scissors

Paper cutter

Adhesive

Blending tool

Distress Inks

Acrylic block

Cloud stamp

Vellum paper

Cardstocks

Washi tape & extra paper

Photo & embellishments
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1. Using the blending tool
with my distress inks, I’m
doing circular motions

and leaving white spaces
in between to mimic a

natural sky background. 
 

Continue doing this until
you achieve the cloudy
background look you

want.
 

2. To separate the
background and where

my photos and
embellishments goes, I

used an extra paper and
washi tape as a guide.

 
With the blending tool, go

over the edges of the
washi tape to create a
soft line between them.

 

3.  Now it’s time to make
the clouds in the sky!

Randomly stamp on the
page with your cloud

stamp to design a cloudy
sky background. 

 
To form a cluster of

clouds effect, I stamped
over 2 or 3 times near
the same cloud area.

 

4. Get your vellum, ruler,
and scissors to create the

sunburst effect! If you
have other scoring tools,
you can use those too.

 
Before you start scoring

your vellum paper, decide
first where your focal

elements will be placed.
 

5. Using the tip of your
scissors, lightly create a

score mark on your vellum
with the ruler as your

guide. Keep in mind to
leave a space where your
sunburst is coming from -
where your photos and

embellishments would be.

6. As you can see, there’s
a noticeable space in

the middle with no score
lines which is going to
act as a base for our

vellum sunburst pattern.
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7. With a paper cutter or
a craft knife, cut your

scored lines on the vellum
paper. 

 
Make sure not to cut all

the way through the
vellum paper and leave

out the part with no
score lines.

 

8. To mimic the sunburst
beams, we’ll fold and

then cut the strips
alternatively.

9. After we’ve cut the
excess strips away, you
should have something

like this… 
 

Ta da!! Doesn’t that look
amazing? Now we’re

ready to finish our layout
with the photos and

embellishments.

Here’s the final layout! How fun and

unique does that look, right? With this

vellum technique, we’ve elevated our

simple stamped background easily! 

Just think of all the other layouts and

designs you can use this fabulous

technique with.
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Here’s a reason to use your die cuts for a quick and fun scrapbook background

technique. To create a cute and bubbly layout for your scrapbook, we’ll be

creating a DIY stencil with dies! 

By keeping the negative part of the cut-out intact, we can use it as a stencil for

this fabulous stamped bubble page layout.

Vibrant and Colorful BubbleVibrant and Colorful Bubble  
Stencil BackgroundStencil Background

Here are what you'll need for this project:

Distress Ink pads (Complimentary colors)

Blending tool

Circle die

Cardstocks

Photo

Embellishment



1. Pick a circle die size you want for your bubbles and

create a DIY stencil with your cardstock.

2. To follow the theme, I’ve also cut my photo for this

layout with the circle dies. For the photo matting,

make sure the circle size you use is a bit bigger than

your photo. 

3. Now we start with the bubble background! Using

circular motions with your inked blending tool, fill in the

circle cut-out. 

4. After a few bubbles, it’s best to check and plot

where you want your photo and embellishments to sit

on your page. This way, you have a clear idea of where

else you can fill the spaces with your bubbles.

Here’s a tip: Pick fun but complementary ink colors for your bubbles. You want

them to look bright and colorful but not incohesive with your color theme.
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5. Make your layout more playful by going over the

edges of the cardstock to create the illusion of half

bubbles!

6. Finish off your scrapbook layout with your

embellishment. Keep your embellishments simple so it

doesn’t conflict with your page.

Wasn’t that so simple and fun to do? With this

bubble stamping technique, you can do almost

any shapes you want! Even if you don’t have die

materials, you can still create your own stencils

with a craft knife. 

I hope you give this clever technique a try! 
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